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Point machines are important devices that create train routes by switching turnouts.  As shown in Fig. 1, they fix tongue 
rails to either the right or left stock rail and lock the tongue rails to prevent improper movement.  A failure where a turnout 
cannot be switched (hereinafter, “switching failure”) directly leads to transport disorder.  Thus, such failures should be 
prevented before occurrence by correct maintenance or, if they do occur, operation should be restored as early as possible.

JR East has developed an analysis device that detects signs of switching failure for the ESII- type motor point machine 
(hereinafter, the “ESII-type) and introduced that to actual service.  This research is for applying the method for the ESII-
type to the NS-type motor point machine (hereinafter, the “NS-type”), which has been introduced in the JR East area in 
the largest quantity, and detecting signs of switching failures on the NS-type.  This paper covers incorporating the sensors 
for measuring data needed for detecting signs of failures to the NS-type and point attachments (switch adjusters, SA), as 
shown in Fig. 2, and verifying whether or not data can be obtained and sensor durability.  We also analyzed data obtained 
and verified possibility of analyzing signs of failures. 

2. Installation of Sensors to NS-type Motor Point Machines and Point Attachments

2.1 Installation of Sensors
Unlike with the ESII-type for which mechanisms for obtaining switching data have already been created, there are no 
sensors for obtaining data and functions for accumulating data with the NS-type.  We thus first installed sensors to the 
NS-type and SA.  Specific sensors are as follows.  
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Fig. 2  System Composition
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(1) Rotational pulse sensor (electromagnetic rotation detector)
This is a senor for calculating stroke.  Fig. 3 shows the method of securing a rotational pulse sensor.  In order to detect 
unevenness of the teeth of an intermediate gear, a sensor bracket is used to secure the sensor.  
(2) DC current sensor
This is a sensor to measure relay (DC 24 V) current.  It is used mainly to trigger switching operation start and end.
(3) Inundation sensor 
This detects inundation of water within the mechanism.  Fig. 4 shows the method of securing an inundation sensor.  
Inundation needs to be detected before it affects internal devices, so the sensor was placed under the circuit controller 
and control relay jack plate. 

(4) Strain sensor
This is a sensor used for calculating torque values.  It was installed at a position where SA stress is outstanding when 
switching (see Fig. 5 and 6).

Materials for these sensors were selected and method of attaching studied in order that they be compatible with 
attaching in advance when shipping motor point machines and SA from the factory (incorporated) and attaching 
afterward to motor point machines and SA already installed (attached later). 

2.2 Operational Status of Sensors
An NS-type with sensors incorporated was operated for six months on a test track at the Research and Development 
Center of JR EAST Group, with switching performed 110,000 times.  Results of the switching tests showed that there 
were no failures of sensors and the NS-type and that there were no errors in their output.  Switching tests were performed 
for strain sensors separately 450,000 times, and there were no failures and errors in output data. 

Fig. 7 shows data obtained by a rotational pulse sensor.  The rotational pulse sensor counts by gradually accumulating 
a value per angle of gear tooth and changing to 0º at 360º.  As covered later in data analysis, this angle is accumulated 
and handled as stroke.  

Fig. 8 shows data obtained by an incorporated strain sensor.  For the amount of strain, strain is compressed once at the 
start of switching and the graph swings to a trough; and as the tongue rail moves, strain is almost completely released and 
a flat graph is formed.  We found that when the tongue rail is fixed after switching, strain climbs and the graph swings 
into a peak.  As we found that values obtained by a strain sensor attached later may become dulled depending on how the 
attachment jig is secured, we provided a securing jig where the securing location does not shift when attaching and used 
appropriate values for tightening torque. 

For the inundation sensor, we performed inundation simulation tests and confirmed that the sensor detects correctly 
before circuit controllers and the like are inundated. 

Fig. 3  Rotational Pulse Sensor Securing Method Fig. 4  Inundation Sensor Securing Method
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3. Verification of Function for Analyzing Switching Failure Cause

3.1 Study of Logic for Analysis by Rotational Speed and Acceleration
We studied logic that uses mainly data obtained from rotational pulse sensors out of the switching data obtained to 
calculate point machine intermediate gear rotational speed and acceleration and judge abnormality from the combination 
of those.  Specifically, we converted data by the flow in Fig. 9 and built analysis logic where logic for judgment by 
combination of data per switching process is used.  The switching processes were classified as the six processes of 
acceleration, unlocking, switching, fixing, locking, and inertia, with rotational angle as reference.  If rotational speed and 
acceleration are calculated as is in relation to switching data, data amplitude is large and tendencies are difficult to grasp, 
so we considered in order that certain tendencies could be grasped by means such as averaging movement and changing 
sampling angle. 

3.2 Study of Logic for Analysis by Strain Change 
We studied logic for judging abnormality from data obtained from rotational pulse sensors and changes in amount 
of stress.  Specifically, we converted data by the flow in Fig. 10 and built analysis logic where logic for judgment by 
combining data per switching process is used.  The switching 
processes are classified as the three processes of first half 
(unlocking), intermediate (tongue rail moving), and last half 
(fixing, locking) with rotational angle as reference.  And as 
strain sensors have differing output characteristics on the 
contracting side and stretching side, we created judgment 
logic per switching direction.  As there is no large difference 
in waveform of amount of strain at contamination by foreign 
objects and excessive fixing due to SA adjustment, switching 
data at contamination by foreign objects is judged as excessive 
fixing in logic for analysis by strain change.

Fig. 7  Rotation Angle (rotary pulse sensor) Fig. 8  Amount of Strain
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Fig. 9  Flow of Judgment by Rotational Speed and Acceleration
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3.3 Results of Analysis in Relation to Each Analysis Logic 
Table 1 (rotational speed, acceleration) and Table 2 (change in strain) show an overview of results of analysis in relation 
to each analysis logic.  

When analyzing rotational speed and acceleration, we used 90 cases of normal switching data to generate the threshold 
for abnormality judgement parameters.  Using that threshold, we verified 80 cases of verification data.  The results of 
verification showed that the ratio of detection was not high for small degrees of abnormality such as excessive fixing 
(SA 1/6 tightening), insufficient fixing (SA 1/6 insufficiency), and contamination by foreign object (1 mm).  For other 
abnormalities, the rate of detection varied with 100% detection for some and just 60% for others.  For small degrees 
of abnormality, switching failure did not result in many cases, so we need to consider taking a rational point of view in 
some cases.  However, we need to further study analysis logic, parameters, and the like for large degrees of abnormality 
and increase accuracy. 

When analyzing change in strain, we used 170 cases of normal switching data to generate the threshold.  Using that 
threshold, we verified 80 cases of verification data.  The results of verification showed that the ratio of detection was higher 
for excessive fixing and insufficient fixing compared with rotational speed and acceleration analysis.  However, there were 
scattered cases where normal data is judged as abnormal and cases where anticipated abnormality could not be detected.  
For strain change analysis as well, we need to further study analysis logic, parameters, and the like and increase accuracy. 

4. Conclusion

In this research, we attached sensors such as rotational pulse sensors and strain sensors to the NS-type and SA and verified 
the possibility of detecting various abnormal conditions.  General purpose sensors were used for the most part, and they 
passed durability tests over approx. six months.  We also modified the method of installing sensors in order that on-site 
construction could be done by attaching to existing point machines. 

We studied two method for analysis logic for detecting abnormalities: “rotational speed and acceleration” and “strain 
change analysis”.  We obtained results that rate of detection for large degrees of abnormality such as excessive fixing (SA 3/6 
tightening), insufficient fixing (SA 3/6 looseness), and contamination by foreign object (3 mm) was 100%.  However, we 
need to continue working on optimization of parameters for the analysis method.  And we need to deepen the logic using 
much verification data in field tests and the like because results were obtained by switching data at a test track.
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Table 1  Overview of Results of Analysis by 
Rotational Speed and Acceleration

Verified data Overview of results of analysis

Normal data No data judged as abnormal

Switching load power 
increase (out of oil)

Switching load power increase detected in 63% of data
Insufficient fixing power detected in 8%

Excessive fixing 
(SA 1/6 tightening) 0% detected

Excessive fixing 
(SA 3/6 tightening) Excessive fixing detected in 15%

Insufficient fixing 
(SA 1/6 looseness) Insufficient fixing detected in 14%

Insufficient fixing 
(SA 3/6 looseness) Insufficient fixing detected in 69%

Contamination by 
foreign object (1 mm) 

Contamination by foreign object detected in 5%. Many 
other abnormalities detected.

Contamination by 
foreign object (3 mm) 

Contamination by foreign object detected in 100%. 
Other abnormalities simultaneously detected.

Table 2  Overview of Results of Analysis by Strain Change

Verified data Overview of results of analysis

Normal data Judged as abnormal in 2.25%

Switching load power 
increase (out of oil) Switching load power increase detected in 3%

Excessive fixing 
(SA 1/6 tightening) Excessive fixing detected in 84%

Excessive fixing 
(SA 3/6 tightening) Excessive fixing detected in 100%

Insufficient fixing 
(SA 1/6 looseness) Insufficient fixing detected in 22%

Insufficient fixing 
SA 3/6 looseness) Insufficient fixing detected in 100%

Contamination by 
foreign object (1 mm) Excessive fixing detected in 41%. (*)

Contamination by 
foreign object (3 mm) Excessive fixing detected in 100%. (*)

* In logic for analysis by strain change, there is no large difference in strain 
waveform of contamination by foreign object and excessive fixing, so 
contamination by foreign object is detected as excessive fixing.


